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Firefox to get page translation feature, like Chrome [2]

Firefox's page translation feature will work offline, with a local library, rather than cloudbased translation services.

OBS Studio 24.0.3 [3]

OBS Studio is software designed for capturing, compositing, encoding, recording, and
streaming video content, efficiently. It is the re-write of the widely used Open Broadcaster
Software, to allow even more features and multi-platform support. OBS Studio supports
multiple sources, including media files, games, web pages, application windows, webcams,
your desktop, microphone and more.

FAA asks Boeing why it hid test pilot's discovery of 'egregious' 737 Max issues [4]

The Federal Aviation Administration is demanding answers from Boeing after receiving a
2016 electronic message exchange in which a test pilot talks of unknowingly having lied to
regulators and discloses "egregious" problems with the flight control system that figured in
two 737 Max crashes.
FAA Administrator Steve Dickson sent a terse letter Friday to Boeing CEO Dennis
Muilenburg requesting to know why the messages had only been delivered the day before, not
months ago when Boeing had uncovered them. "I expect your explanation immediately," he
writes.

Why Kids? Programming Will Be a Major Battleground in the Streaming Wars [5]

It?s not that children are suddenly allergic to SpongeBob. (According to Parrot Analytics, Mr.
SquarePants and his underwater antics remain the most in-demand children?s content in
America.) But as Juenger puts it: The traditional American TV industry is ?entering a period
of prolonged structural decline,? as viewers migrate to platforms that feature fewer or no ads.
Saturday mornings, years ago relinquished by broadcasters, are now threatening to evaporate
from the grip of cablers as well. This will prove to be a fertile area for existing streamers, as
well as the soon-to-launch over-the-top offerings from Apple, Disney and WarnerMedia,
among others. All of them are hungry for subscribers and eager to keep them shelling out
monthly dollars.
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